Ohlone frontage development motivates new candidate for board

Imam tackles distrust
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"In the last few years there has been a great deal of negative sentiment and distrust that has risen against Islam," Munir said. "Much of this negativity is the result of horrific acts of violence committed by someone who incorrectly justify their actions through distorted interpretations of Islamic values and teachings."

The multimedia presentation will be at 3:30 p.m. at the Smith Center on the Fremont campus.

Club plans eclipse party
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"It's really cool," Proudfoot said. "Most people don't get the opportunity to see an eclipse because you can't look directly at the sun, but with the filters you will be able to see the moon directly in front of the sun."

The astrophysics club also will be selling "solar-sized" pizza slices for $1 each in order to help raise funds for the newly revived club.